It is All in the Stars
Theory and Concept
In deep meditation the Taoist sages of old could see this molecular sea that we live in with its
repeated patterns in spiraling motions. As these sages started to analyze these patterns of
molecular streams they could detect certain vibrations in repeated patterns which evolve over
centuries into the Five Element Theory from the Cosmos (Planets), to the Earth (Elements) to
the Human Body (Organs) and to its Senses (hearing, speech, sight, smells, and taste). The
Taoist sages can sense the whole flow of universe through meditation from the cosmos to
their inner being in repeated patterns in this molecular sea.
The difficulty came when they tried to explain this phenomenon to others who did not
meditate or understand this system of molecular repeated patterns. This dilemma brought on
a major breakthrough for the Taoist sages as they discovered that these molecular patterns
were similar to the behavior of particular animals in nature that people could identify with
such as the rat, buffalo, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, horse, monkey, rooster, dog and boar.
They discovered with twelve different energy patterns that repeated every twelve years with
related animals having similar behavior patterns. They further discovered that these animals
combined with the elements of the Earth which are Metal (rocks and the mountain), Water
(rivers and the sea), Wood (trees and the forest), Fire (sun and the stars), and Earth (ground
and dirt) giving each animal a different phase of energy based the frequency of the earth
plane that a person was born in. This gave birth to the Taoist Five Element Theory and
Chinese Twelve Animal Astrology. Then the Taoist sages a thousand years ago through their
meditations could easily explain these understandings so others could understand. This was
achieved by explaining that a person was born in the year of horse which has the behavior
pattern of a horse and wood (1954) with its year in the element cycle instead of trying to
explain the molecular energy pattern of that vibration, which a common person back then had
no knowledge of energy or how it moved and repeated itself.
Today we have electricity, television, and the internet so we can easily understand a
molecular sea and how energy moves and interacts because we live in a world that uses it
daily. This Animal/Element System of Energy Patterns was developed over centuries of
Taoist meditations and study to the Chinese Twelve Animals and 5 Element Astrology of
today with a complete cycle of sixty years that repeats itself. Now, this is easily understood
with explanation and analysis in this Cosmic Astrology report.
Western Zodiac astrology has evolved over the centuries as well based on astronomy and
the movement of the stars. This is a little more complicated to the common person with
different angle to the energy patterns than by simply identifying with an animal and element in
Chinese astrology. Both have different approaches with similar and linked results. The
Western approach deals with a Twelve Sign Zodiac (Aries the Ram, Taurus the Bull, Gemini
the Twins, Cancer the Crab, Leo the Lion, Virgo the Virgin, Libra the Scales, Scorpio the
Scorpion, Sagittarius the Archer, Capricorn the Goat, Aquarius the Water Bearer, and Pisces
the Fish) with the sun, stars, moons and planets. Again that is a little different angle than the
12 animals but with very effective findings with its several different combinations.
The third angle, the Birthday Card uses a playing card based on all fifty three cards in a deck
including the joker as the last card and a day of the year as a symbol of that particular day in
the year based on your personality and destiny which has evolved over centuries in the west.

This reading gives you insight and direction in your life based on the day you were born and
also for your intimate relationships as well. It will give you a new language to communicate
and relate wth others in your life.
These three approaches and their combinations give you a broad understanding and
explanation of your persona with clarity, perception, insight and completeness for your life’s
journey into the great beyond. Please enjoy discovering your persona from this web site. It
seems like magic as the charts and analysis pages reveal your internal energy pattern from
your first breath. It is a simple and complete way to understand why you do the things you do
and how you do them, which is different from how other people approach and do them.
This is the reason we are all unique because of all the different energy patterns within us and
their different frequencies at that particular time in space that we formed our pattern. Then
you utilize these five different perceptions or different angles in this Cosmic Astrology report
and use this information to formulate your own unique persona. This is our goal: so you can
connect with your own uniqueness and you can proceed to balance and transform your
energy into the next realm.

